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PRESS RELEASE

Made for live

The ROCKSTER AIR 2: a concentrated blast of party power.

It stands for music, partying, and good, clean fun. The

ROCKSTER AIR 2 is here to set a new standard in portable,

ba�ery-powered Bluetooth speakers. 

Berlin, July 25th, 2023 – Great sound can bring the party to any location - a back yard, a

rehearsal room, a beach, or a park.. The ROCKSTER AIR 2 pumps out deep bass power, and

high volume even for big parties. In addition to Bluetooth, the speaker also has inputs for

microphone, instrument and external audio devices. All four channels can be mixed together.

Easy-change high-capacity battery provides enough juice for over 5 hours of playback at

maximum volume. Lower volumes can be sustained for over 58 hours.

LINK TO WEBSHOP

Quick facts:

• portable, active high-end event Bluetooth speaker for music, stage performances, parties,

gigs, public speaking, and performances - battery-powered, plug-and-play
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• balanced, high-resolution audio with deep kickbass, high fidelity, and volumes up to 103 dB

(RMS, 1 m) and 115 dB (peak, 1 m)

• High-definition compression driver with Constant Directivity Waveguide for sparkling silky

trebles even at high volumes

• broad audio dispersion for crisp, intelligible speech no matter where the listener is standing

• 250-mm long-throw woofer for distortion-free playback, well-defined punch and natural mids

even at high volumes

• Bluetooth 5.0 with aptX, aptX HD and AAC for lossless wireless transmission from iOS,

Android, Windows, Linux, etc.

• pair two ROCKSTER AIR 2 units wirelessly for use in stereo configuration, or chain up to 10

ROCKSTER AIR 2s together with XLR cables to use in DJ mode

• Inputs for microphone, instruments (such as guitar) and AUX that can all be mixed at their

own volume levels

• high-quality lithium iron phosphate battery (7.8 Ah, 99 Wh) with deep discharge protection,

which can be quickly replaced without any tools

• over 5 hours of battery life at full volume, and over 58 hours at indoor volume (65 db/m)

• Can also be used with AC power and no battery, or powered by 12-V car battery

• splash-resistant control panel with illuminated dials

• four handles make it easier to transport whether alone or together

• USB-C powerbank funktion, 35-mm stand threading

• the ROCKSTER AIR 2 is available now from the Teufel webshop at a price of 699.99 euros,

and is expected to ship at the beginning of September

Made for fun

Music brings people together to enjoy life. With the ROCKSTER AIR 2, party-ready sound is easy to

take on the go, so you can have more time to enjoy life with family and friends. With its lithium iron

phosphate battery (LiFePO4), it can play an unbelievable 58 hours at medium volume (approximately

65 dB/m) on a single charge. But even at full volume, it has enough oomf for five full hours of

unbridled party power. Four handles make the 14-kilogram speaker easy to carry alone or with a

friend. And speaking of friends, two ROCKSTER AIR 2s can pair wirelessly to form a dual stereo

setup.

Plays loud, sounds fantastic

High volumes and lush, precise bass are essential components of the ROCKSTER DNA. And the

ROCKSTER AIR 2 is no exception. It stays true to the acoustic 2-way construction with one horn and

a 10-inch driver. In comparison to its predecessor, the horn tweeter has a wider dispersion angle,

which means even people standing far to the sides can understand speech easily. The all-new 10-

inch midwoofer delivers precise, meaty bass, and clean mids. And even at top volumes, the sound

remains high-resolution and distortion free. And meanwhile, the ROCKSTER AIR 2 performs

astonishingly well even at low volumes.

Connections for all

On top of Bluetooth, external devices can be connected using AUX (3.5 mm), instrument (6.3 mm)

and microphone (XLR) cables. All four inputs can be regulated with separate, illuminated volume dials

on the back for mixing and simultaneous playback. That makes this the perfect speaker both for

spontaneous guitar and microphone jam sessions and private karaoke parties.

Plays and plays and plays

The ROCKSTER AIR 2 comes with a an easy-change battery with 7.8 Ah of capacity and deep-

discharge protection. Even the best batteries run out of juice sometimes. In the case of the

ROCKSTER AIR 2, that's after about five hours playing at maximum volume. But when the mood

calls for a bit more dancing, the ROCKSTER AIR 2 really comes into its own. The battery is easy to



change without any tools. Power can also be provided by a car battery, connected with an accessory

cable(not included). If your smartphone or tablet is about to die, the ROCKSTER AIR 2 has you

covered there, too. Just connect a USB-C cable and it can function as a powerbank (5 V, 2 A).

Even if you don't have a battery, and are far from an electric outlet, the ROCKSTER AIR 2 can be put

into Eco Mode with the touch of a button. That limits bass and overall volume (approximately -10 dB),

allowing playback at the reduced top volume for over 31 hours.

Price and availability

The ROCKSTER AIR 2 is available to order now from the Teufel Webshop at a price of 699.99 euros.

Delivery is expected to start at the beginning of September.

###

About Teufel Audio

Teufel is Europe's largest direct-to-consumer audio company. Its wide assortment includes home

cinema system, TV audio solutions, multimedia systems, classic HIFI, headphones, Bluetooth and

multiroom speakers with Teufel's very own Raumfeld Streaming Technology. The company was

founded in 1979 in Berlin developing speaker components and since then has become an acclaimed

consumer electronics brand.

Great sound has always been the driving force behind the Teufel brand. Countless accolades from

consumers, the press, and online media attest to its success. Only available from Teufel - Teufel

products are available exclusively direct to consumer from the Teufel Webshop, online marketplaces,

via our hotline, and at Teufel Brand Stores.
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